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Our journey: how it began

Context

Questions to answer

 Accelerating

demand: investments that

deliver positive outcomes for people & the
planet

A

1

How big is the UK impact investing
market?

2

At what rate has it been growing?

3

Is this growth likely to accelerate?

confluence of factors: severe weather

events, COVID-19, levelling up, spotlight on
diversity, ESG & just transitions

 Financial

services’ critical role: the UK as

global financial centre

 The

UK Impact investing market: full

scale & scope uncharted waters

The destination: a broader baseline of the UK impact investing market underpinned by a rigorous evidence
base and a methodology that delivers both
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Critical first step: defining how we would approach this journey

Challenges to overcome

Design principles

Definitions of impact investing: many, varied

Impact investing definition: majority accepted

Undocumented market: data gaps
Survey based methodologies challenge critical
mass / statistical significance
Self-reporting: consistency, how to verify?
Standards yet to be defined
Double-counting

Cornerstone data source: well-documented,
recognised, referenceable
Multiple supplementary data sources;
transparent, traceable
Adequate number of data points per source
Multiple triangulation points; cross-references
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Three critical anchors to our approach: fundamental to delivering to our mandate of a
rigorous evidence base

1

Definition: GIIN

2

Cornerstone data:
Investment
Association

3

Capital
managers: AuM
focal point

Investments made with the intention to generate
positive and measurable social and/or
environmental impact alongside financial return.”

 Survey

of 74 UK based investment managers who
control £9.4tn of AuM
 Source: 0.5% AuM allocated to impact; self-reported
data

 Focal point and data source of IA database
 Capital managers (e.g. asset managers, insurance

companies, PE/VC, family offices); the largest source of
publicly available information
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The number: the scale of capital flowing to impact investing after 7 months of research,
modelling, and consultations

• * as of 2020 based on IA as anchor source data
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Building the modelling engine: a modular approach to sourcing the data inputs;
triangulating and fine-tuning the outputs
A

B

C

Total assets (AuM)
managed in the UK

% of AuM that is impact
Investment

% of impact investment
that is Invested directly

1

2

3

4

Top-down: Sector Level
Secondary

Bottom-up Company Level
Secondary

Bottom-up Primary
(Survey)

Triangulate, Final Validation

ID, integrate data from publicly
available sources

Company level, publicly available
documents

III+EY Fielded Survey & 1:1
Interviews

 IA

(anchor)

 GIIN

 ONS

prospectus, websites,
annual reports

 BSC

 Pitchbook
 Campden

 KIDDs,

Weatlh

survey data

 Additional

Bauhurst:

sources: BVCA,

 241

companies targeted, 41
respondents

 20+

1:1‘s with organisations &
trade bodies (quantitative and
qualitative)

Cross-refence & consultation
 Working

sessions (4); multiple 1:1‘

 Sources

& Participants: GIIN;
DCMS; Big Society Capital; FC;
The Investment Association;
European Venture Philanthropy
Association
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Which capital managers are controlling, deploying the most impact capital?
AUM (£Bn) of the UK impact investing market broken down by Sector 2020

5
7
8
9
22

9%

3

3

1

0.1

4%

1%

0.1%

Private Client

Pension
Fund

Banks

5%

£58bn

).

12%

14%
)

16%

39%

Investment/
Fund
Manager

Insurers

PE / VC

DFI’s

Other (incl.
custodian
banks)

Social
Impact
Investors
(Social
Property)

~40%: investment, fund managers
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Total

Let‘s look at some examples



Independent charity è endowment investments



Capital è Snowball LLP impact investment fundè micro-finance in the
developing world; housing for UK homeless; UK renewable energy projects
co-operatively owned by local communities

 £5bn

è “private enterprises with mission to create a more sustainable
world”

3

investment themes: climate, healthcare and inclusion

 Recipients

include speciality finance companies providing lending for
affordable housing

 ~£10bn

AUM; since 2015, allocating proportion of “real assets” portfolio to
investments that “real world outcomes”

 An

example: Reuse of redundant buildings

 Current

allocation 1%; target aspiration 5% long-term
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Surveying the universe of UK capital managers (Module 3): an essential step to filling
data gaps. . .

241

78

650+

Surveys Sent

Questions

Follow-up
Emails

51

Respondents

41

Eligible
Respondents

11

Investment
Managers

• Social (11)
• Non Profit (6)
• PE/VC (4)

. . .and answering those fundamental questions
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Survey respondents: Where is capital being deployed...and is it hitting target returns?
Average proportion of impact investments made by
asset category

8%

4%

Real
9%
Estate
Public debt

Achieved financial returns in 2020 and expected returns
in 2021
2020
2021

49%

3%

44%

1%

36%

35%
19%

26%

Private
Debt &
Lending

Public
Equity

15%
10%

20%
Private equity

5%

8%

0%
Below target
significantly

N=39

8%

Below target
somewhat

In line with
the target

Somewhat exceed Significantly
exceed the target
the target
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Survey respondents: What are your views about the future growth of capital deployed
into impact investments?
Anticipated growth over next few years
30%+ per annum

0-10% per annum

8%
36%

28%

• Consistency: 1/3 respondents 0-10%
growth over past few years as well

• Growth acceleration: More respondents
project 20-30% growth going forward

• An increase in allocation: > 75% of

respondents plan a 10% increase in capital
invested in impact

• Anticipation that significant new capital
20-30% per annum

28%
10-20% per annum

flows from:
• investment managers
• Family Offices
• Pension Funds
• Banks

N=39
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Accelerating the pace and scale of capital flows to impact investing: drivers

1.

Market awareness

5.

% capital allocation to
impact

2.

Government policy &
regulations

6.

Amount of viable
impact investment
opportunities

3.

Data, impact
measurement, and
reporting frameworks

4.

# impact investors &
scale of capital under
their control

7.

Returns (Financial &
Impact)

8.

Liquidity and exits
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Continuing the journey

It’s 2027, we’re presenting the UK Impact
Sector v.2
£100bn invested: scope of this report
 But likely a much bigger number:
— Large percentages of Impact aligned investing will
shift to core
— Pension funds, UHNW’s will mobilise significantly
more capital for impact
— Bank lending added to the mix More data


 Enabled
—
—
—
—

by:
More data (!)
Innovation in investment vehicles
Convergence around a common definition and
means to measure that
More reporting, by a common standard
measurement

“The UK has been influential over the
years in encouraging market
development and driving the agenda
forward. There is opportunity for UK
to continue to play a meaningful
role as a true innovator in policy
and product."
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